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Featured Titles ■

Corporate Income Taxes  
Under Pressure: 
Why Reform Is Needed and 
How It Could Be Designed
Ruud De Mooij, Alexander Klemm, and Victoria Perry

International tax issues have long been at the core of IMF 
research, and the IMF has provided much advice on this 
topic. This volume offers a complete assessment of the 
current international tax architecture while remaining 
accessible to a relatively broad audience. It is meant to be a 
guide to the various facets of international taxation. Many 
of the topics covered have increased in importance during 
COVID-19, such as the need for globally coordinated efforts 
to further reduce profit shifting and tax competition.

Advance Praise
“The IMF is at the forefront of thinking about tax policy and practice. This book collects deep insights about corporate 
income taxation from IMF staff, drawing on both theory and practical experience, and provides an excellent guide to 
options for much-needed reform.”
—Michael Devereux, Director, Oxford University Centre for Business Taxation

“The global pandemic has brought new urgency to two major roles for corporate income tax: revenue raising to 
fund public health systems and economic recovery and redistribution to combat stark inequalities. But “the current 
international tax architecture is no longer fit for purpose,” the authors find. The IMF is sometimes criticized for 
promoting a regressive fiscal agenda, but these contributions represent a powerful and progressive critique of the 
current international tax system. Corporate income tax is vital, and the pressure is on to remake the architecture.”
—Alex Cobham, Tax Justice Network

“This excellent book analyzes the evolution and major shortcomings of the international tax architecture, which is 
clearly no longer fit for purpose in a rapidly changing globalized world. It highlights lower-income countries’ inability 
to tax their fair share of multinationals’ profits and raise much-needed revenue for development spending—strained 
even further by the COVID-19 crisis. This analytical work should motivate and inform long-overdue multilateral 
efforts toward an equitable global tax system that also meets its development imperative.”
—Marilou Uy, Director, Intergovernmental Group of 24

“This book is an invaluable guide to international taxation as it is practiced today between countries and by 
multinational firms. While most directly aimed at policymakers, it will be useful for practitioners and students as 
well. An overarching takeaway from this excellent volume is that there is no panacea for the ills in international tax 
regimes. The chapter authors have viewed tax systems in practice, and real-world analyses permeate the book.”
—Stephen Shay, Paulus Endowment Senior Tax Fellow, Boston College Law School

$38. English. ©2021. 388pp. Paperback. ISBN 978-1-51351-177-1. Stock# CITUPEA 
imfbk.st/28329
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The IMF and the COVID-19 Crisis
The IMF has responded to the COVID-19 crisis by quickly deploying financial assistance, 
developing policy advice, and creating special tools to assist member countries. Visit  
IMF.org/COVID19 to access the latest IMF staff analysis and research in response  
to the pandemic.

Policy TrackerIMF COVID-19 Hub

Emergency Financing Special Series

Learn more about key policy responses 
governments are taking to limit the  
human and economic impact of this  
global pandemic by country at  
IMF.org/COVID19policytracker 

The IMF has secured $1 trillion in lending 
capacity, serving and responding fast to 
an unprecedented number of emergency 
financing requests from over 90 countries so 
far. This list includes emergency assistance by 
region approved by the IMF’s Executive Board. 
IMF.org/COVID19lendingtracker

These notes are produced by IMF experts 
to provide guidance and help members 
address the economic effects of COVID-19.  
IMF.org/COVID19notes

To find the latest news, blogs, factsheets, 
podcasts, and information on the IMF’s 
response to the crisis visit IMF.org/COVID19

A global crisis like no 
other needs a global  

response like no other.
—Kristalina Georgieva

“
”

What are eLibrary  
users reading?
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■ New and Forthcoming

Debt and 
Entanglements 
Between the Wars
Era Dabla-Norris 
with contributions by 
Thomas Sargent,  
Martin Ellison, George Hall, 
Harold James,  
and Andrew Scott

“Debt and 
Entanglements will 
be required reading 
for anyone who wants 
to understand the 
economic origins of 

today’s international order, and the threats that it faces.”  
—Maury Obstfeld, University of California, Berkeley

$27. English. ©2020. 320pp. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-51351-179-5. Stock# DEBWEA 
imfbk.st/28327

Consumer Price 
Index Manual: 
Concepts and 
Methods, 2020
International Monetary 
Fund, International Labour 
Organization, Statistical 
Office of the European 
Union, United Nations 
Economic Commission  
for Europe, Organisation 
for Economic Development 
and Co-operation,  
The World Bank 

The Consumer 
Price Index Manual: Concepts and Methods contains 
comprehensive information and explana tions 
on compiling a consumer price index (CPI). The 
Manual provides an overview of the methods and 
practices national statistical offices should consider 
when making decisions on how to deal with the 
various prob lems in the compilation of a CPI. The 
Manual draws upon a wide range of experience and 
expertise to describe practical and suitable methods 
to guide countries. The new edition covers relevant 
developments in methods and practices as well as 
theory and research over the last decade and updated 
material on data sources, data collection methods, and 
related calculation methods to reflect developments.

$30. English. ©2020. 507pp. Paperback  
ISBN 1-978-1-48435-484-1. Stock# CPIMEA2019 
imfbk.st/25164

Tourism in the Post-
Pandemic World
IMF team from the Asia 
and Pacific Department 
and Western Hemisphere 
Department

COVID-19 has 
had an impact 
on tourism in the 
Asia-Pacific region, 
Latin America, and 
Caribbean countries. 
Many tourism-

dependent economies in these regions, including 
small states in the Pacific and the Caribbean, 
entered the pandemic with limited fiscal space and 
foreign exchange revenues extremely concentrated 
in tourism. This report draws lessons from past 
epidemics and finds that the impact of infectious 
diseases on tourism flows is much greater in 
developing economies than in advanced economies.

$15. English. ©2021. 115pp. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-51356-190-5. Stock# TFOTPPWEA 
imfbk.st/29466

The Global Informal 
Workforce: 
Priorities for 
Inclusive Growth
Corinne Deléchat and 
Leandro Medina

Informality is 
a widespread 
and persistent 
phenomenon that 
affects how fast 
economies can grow, 
develop, and provide 
decent economic 

opportunities for their populations. It can arise for 
a variety reasons and can span across borders and 
influence a wide range of situations. This book takes a 
fresh look at shadow economies around the world and 
their overall impact on the macroeconomy. It compiles 
recent research by IMF staff and academics and aims 
to shed new light on the topic. The contributions look 
at the evolution of the informal economy over time, 
analyze its drivers and economic consequences, and 
discuss possible policy responses.

$39. English. ©2021. 392pp. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-51357-591-9. Stock# IEATWEA 
imfbk.st/29292
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Well Spent: 
How Strong 
Infrastructure 
Governance Can 
End Waste in Public 
Investment
Gerd Schwartz, Manal 
Fouad,  Torben Hansen,  
and Geneviève Verdier

“High-quality and 
well-functioning 
infrastructure 
is crucial to the 
achievement of the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Much of it will 
come from the public sector. To achieve the quality and 
quantity necessary for the SDGs, sound governance 
is crucial. This book offers a very thoughtful and 
instructive account of the governance that is necessary 
to turn aspiration into action. It is a most valuable 
contribution.” 
—Nick Stern, London School of Economics and 
Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and 
the Environment

$35. English. ©2020. 375pp. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-51351-181-8. Stock# SIGEA 
imfbk.st/28328

Stress Testing: 
Principles, 
Concepts, and 
Frameworks
Li Lian Ong and  
Andreas A. Jobst

Stress testing is a 
widely accepted 
tool for financial 
surveillance, 
supervision, and 
risk management. 

This new guide presents the IMF staff’s analyses and 
applications of the stress-testing “software”—the best 
practices, principles, and frameworks that are critical 
for the credible and consistent implementation of the 
stress-testing “hardware.” It is a follow-up volume to A 
Guide to IMF Stress Testing: Methods and Models (2014).

$65. English. ©2020. 544pp. Hardback 
ISBN 978-1-48431-071-7. Stock# GSTPCFEA 
imfbk.st/24471

Law & Financial 
Stability
IMF Legal Department

A sound legal 
framework—both 
domestically 
and globally—
contributes to 
the promotion of 
financial stability 
by empowering 
regulators and 
enhancing 
transparency and 
accountability in the 

financial sector. This edited volume examines, from a 
legal perspective, the progress made in implementing 
the financial regulatory reforms adopted since the 
global financial crisis and highlights the role played 
by the IMF in advancing these reforms and in charting 
the course for future reforms. The book also reviews 
the important role that law plays in contributing 
to the financial stability at both the national and 
international levels.

$49. English. ©2020. 316pp. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-51352-300-2. Stock# LFSEA 
imfbk.st/23553

EU Climate 
Mitigation Policy
Jiaqian Chen,  
Maksym Chepeliev,  
Daniel Garcia-Macia,  
Dora Iakova,  
James Roaf,  
Anna Shabunina, 
Dominique van der 
Mensbrugghe, and 
Philippe Wingender

This paper aims to 
contribute to the 
debate on the choice 

of policies to reach the more ambitious 2030 emission 
reduction goals currently under consideration. It 
provides an analysis of the macroeconomic and 
distributional impacts of different options to scale up 
the mitigation effort and proposes enhancements to 
the existing EU policies.

$15. English. ©2020. 67pp. Paperback 
ISBN: 978-1-51355-256-9. Stock# EUCMPEA 
imfbk.st/29232

■
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■■ Global Economy

World Economic 
Outlook
A unique source of 
authoritative data, 
information, and 
analysis

The World Economic 
Outlook (WEO) 
presents the IMF staff’s 
analysis of prospects 
for the global 
economy. Each issue 

reports on developments in global financial markets, 
economic governance, and critical policy issues. The 
WEO tracks key indicators, such as output, growth, 
inflation, employment, government debt, current 
account balances, savings, and financial flows. The 
data are presented in easy-to-read maps, charts, and 
tables. The WEO is a highly respected, trusted resource 
for decision makers, business leaders, researchers, and 
policymakers worldwide.

Annual subscription: $85. English. Paperback 
Published twice yearly. ISSN 0256-6877. Stock# WEOSEA  
r.imfbk.st/weo

Also available in Arabic, French, and Spanish

Global Financial 
Stability Report
Assessing the risks of 
the global financial 
system

The Global Financial 
Stability Report (GFSR), 
assesses key risks 
facing the global 
financial system. 
The report seeks to 
highlight policies that 

may mitigate systemic risks, thereby contributing to 
global financial stability and the sustained economic 
growth of the IMF’s member countries. Part of the 
World Economic and Financial Surveys series, the GFSR 
also draws out the financial ramifications of economic 
imbalances highlighted by the IMF’s World Economic 
Outlook, making it an indispensable companion 
publication.

Annual subscription: $85. English. Paperback 
Published twice yearly. ISSN 1729-701X. Stock# GFSREA  
r.imfbk.st/gfsr

Fiscal Monitor
Examining the state of 
public finances across 
the globe

The Fiscal Monitor 
analyzes the latest 
public finance 
developments and 
medium-term fiscal 
projections and 
assesses policies 
aimed at placing 
public finances on a 

sustainable footing. It is published twice a year as part 
of the World Economic and Financial Surveys series, 
and its projections are based on the same database 
used for the World Economic Outlook and the Global 
Financial Stability Report.

Annual subscription: $85. English. Paperback 
Published twice yearly. ISSN 2219-276X. Stock# FMOEA  
r.imfbk.st/fm

External Sector 
Report
This report presents 
a methodologically 
consistent assessment 
of the exchange rates, 
current accounts, 
reserves, capital flows, 
and external balance 
sheets of the world’s 
largest economies. 
The 2019 edition 
includes an analytical 

assessment of how trade costs and related policy 
barriers drive excess global imbalances.

Annual subscription: $85. English. Paperback 
Published once a year. Stock# ESREA  
r.imfbk.st/esr
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Regional Economic Outlooks are the premier source 
for understanding the latest economic developments 
in countries around the world. Reports cover Asia and 
the Pacific, Europe, the Middle East and Central Asia, 
sub-Saharan Africa, and the Western Hemisphere. Each 
Regional Economic Outlook focuses on recent policy 
developments that have affected economic performance 
and identifies the key challenges faced by policymakers in 
individual countries. Through expert analysis of the latest 
country-specific data gathered by the IMF, these reports 
provide accurate near-term outlooks and explore in depth 
the potential future risks for each region’s economy.

$36 each. English. Paperback 
Asia and Pacific 
Europe  
Middle East and Central Asia: Also available in  
Arabic, French, and Russian 
Sub-Saharan Africa: Also available in French 
Western Hemisphere: Also available in Spanish 
r.imfbk.st/REO 
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IMF eLibrary Is Getting a New Look
www.elibrary.imf.org

IMF eLibrary has been updated to improve access to content  
and simplify research. All content remains free, making the  
IMF’s valuable research, data, and analysis accessible to all.  

With 22,000+ IMF publications and statistical data sets,  
eLibrary is the place to start your research.

To learn more about how to navigate eLibrary, the 
startup guide and FAQ are located in the “About” menu.

For more information, email: eLibrary.IMF.org

Visit the eLibrary Essential Reading page located 
under “Resources .”  IMF eLibrary Essential 
Reading Guides are curated lists of the most 
relevant publications on important subjects 

such as climate, debt, inequality, and 
more. Links to full-text publications 
on the eLibrary, including related 
material suggestions, give researchers a 
springboard for these topics.

Introducing eLibrary 
Essential Reading

Personalize

• Save searches, bookmark favorites, and set  
 alerts by creating a personalized profile that  
 works across all content areas of IMF eLibrary.

• Click on the “Sign-In button” on the top right  
 corner of any page.

• Click “Register User Name” at the bottom of  
 the page.

• Fill in the form and create a password.

• Click on “Submit.”

Browse

Find major new releases, regional content, most 
popular publications and essential reading 
on the newly designed homepage. The top 
navigation allows you to browse by date, topics, 
countries, or series. Click on any title to see 
available file formats for download or printing, or 
to read online.

Search

Simply type a word or phrase in the search box 
at the top of any page.

How to Get Started
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■eLibrary

About IMF eLibrary 
The IMF is a trusted authority on global economic 
information. The research and analysis from the IMF’s 
respected authors put cutting-edge research material 
at your fingertips.

The extensive archive provides a unique perspective 
on finance, trade, globalization, and other current 
issues.

Visit eLibrary.imf.org to discover how this free digital 
resource can enhance your research.

IMF eLibrary offers
• Easy browse and full-text search
• Access to various statistical databases
• Extensive archive material to 1946
• Citation and annotation tools
• Free personalization features
• Tools to share and annotate text 
• Alerts for new content
• MARC records 

IMF eLibrary is constantly expanding to improve your 
research experience.

The breadth of information is accessed in an 
integrated environment supported by flexible,  
user-friendly navigation and intuitive search. Easy 
search and browse options help surface major new 
releases, historical information, and recommended 
reading.

The collection adds value to your work by drawing 
on the IMF’s reports and data. Users can read online, 
download, print, and share information.

Related Materials
Throughout eLibrary, publications are augmented 
by videos, infographics, additional statistical 
material, podcasts, and other content. This additional 
supplementary material completes the research 
experience by providing an enhanced perspective. 
When a document is opened on-screen, users will 
also find links to related content from within the 
IMF collection, as well as related content from other 
international organizations. Using one platform, 
researchers can gather information from similar 
organizations focusing on economic issues.

Content Collections
Following is a partial list of key IMF series that you will 
discover on eLibrary: 
•  Books and Monographs
•  Country Reports 
•  Departmental Papers 
•  Finance & Development
•  Glossaries
•  Manuals and Guides
•  Per Jacobsson Lectures
•  Regional Economic Outlooks
•  Selected Legal and Institutional Papers
•  Staff Discussion Notes
•  Tax Law Technical Notes
•  Technical Notes and Manuals
•  Working Papers

Statistical Data
The IMF produces a range of time series data on 
IMF lending, exchange rates, and many economic 
and financial indicators. The IMF data portal delivers 
countries’ most authoritative economic reporting in a 
single resource.

Choose “IMF Data” from “IMF Sites” on the eLibrary 
homepage to discover some exclusive features of the 
online data portal. 

AREAER Online and Macroprudential Database
Choose “AREAER Online” or “MCM Data” from IMF 
Sites on the eLibrary homepage to access two unique 
IMF staff products: The Annual Report on Exchange 
Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions and the 
Macroprudential Policy Survey. These proprietary 
databases are the only comprehensive sources on 
these topics.

BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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Finance & Development (F&D) Magazine
For the latest thinking about international economics 
and development, subscribe to Finance & Development 
(F&D). This lively quarterly magazine brings you in-depth 
analysis by IMF staff members as well as prominent 
international experts. Articles are written for lay readers 
who want to enrich their understanding of the workings 
of the global economy. Additional features include 
profiles of prominent economists and book reviews. 

Published quarterly. Free to subscribers in developing  
economies. Those elsewhere are charged an annual subscription 
fee of $29 for postage. 
English. ISSN 0145-1707. Stock# MFEA. Also available in Arabic, 
Chinese, French, Russian, and Spanish 
Order online at r.imfbk.st/FandD

Finance & Development (F&D), Web Edition
Searching for information is easy and fast in the online 
edition of F&D. Digital copies of F&D starting in 1996 
are available at imf.org/FandD. You’ll also find links to 
the French and Spanish editions beginning with 1999, 
the Arabic edition back to 2003, Russian to 2004, and 
Chinese to 2007. Read articles on a tablet or smartphone 
via the F&D app, available free at iTunes, Google Play, and 
Amazon. 

A complete searchable archive back to June 1964 is available on IMF eLibrary at elibrary.imf.org

For more information, please visit imf.org/FandD

Purchase  IMF print publications and have them delivered to you.
Review  a list of related titles thanks to the  

“Also of Interest” suggestions.
Share  information on your  social media channels.

Explore bookstore.IMF.org
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■■Featured Series

Staff Discussion 
Notes
Staff Discussion 
Notes showcase the 
latest policy-related 
analysis and research 
by IMF staff members. 
These papers are 
aimed at a broad 
audience interested 
in economic policy 
issues.

Fintech Notes
Fintech Notes feature 
research and practical 
advice from IMF 
staff members 
on important 
issues related to 
developments in the 
field of finance and 
technology.

Departmental 
Papers
Departmental Papers 
focus on a specific 
economic topic, 
country, or region, 
and are authored 
by the IMF’s area 
and functional 
departments. 

Tax Law: IMF 
Technical Note
Tax Law Notes, 
prepared by the IMF’s 
Legal Department, 
are designed to 
provide information 
and analysis on tax 
law design.

Technical Notes and 
Manuals
Technical Notes and 
Manuals expand 
the dissemination 
of IMF technical 
assistance advice. 
These publications 
present general 
advice and guidance, 
drawn in part 
from unpublished 
technical assistance 
reports, to a broader 
audience.

Working Papers
The IMF Working 
Papers series is 
designed to make 
IMF staff research 
available to a wide 
audience. Nearly 
300 working papers 
are released each 
year, covering a 
broad range of 
theoretical and 
analytical topics.

Visit www.imf.org/pubs to download papers from these featured series.
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■ About the IMF

Selected Decisions and 
Selected Documents of the 
International Monetary 
Fund, 40th Issue, 2019
This volume documents 
decisions, interpretations, and 
resolutions of the Executive 
Board and Board of Governors 
of the IMF. It also includes 
documents relating to the 

United Nations and other international organizations.

Free. English. ©2019. 854pp. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-49831-898-3. Stock# SELDEA2019001 
imfbk.st/26122

Articles of Agreement of the 
International Monetary Fund 
Updated to reflect milestone 
amendments to the 
governance structure of 
the IMF, this 2016 edition 
of the IMF’s Articles of 
Agreement includes changes 
to the Articles resulting from 
modifications approved by 
the IMF Board of Governors, 

adopted December 15, 2010, which went into effect on 
January 26, 2016.

Free. English. ©2016. 136pp. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-47559-354-9. Stock# ARTEA2012001 
imfbk.st/25022

Also available in Arabic, Chinese, French, Japanese, 
Russian, and Spanish

IMF Annual Report 2020 
The 2020 Annual Report 
describes key IMF activities 
during the year to help build a 
global economy that benefits 
all people through policy 
advice, knowledge sharing, 
and financial support. The 
Annual Report, which covers 
the period May 1 through 

April 30, also discusses a wide range of policy matters 
that the Executive Board addressed during the year.

Free. English. ©2020. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-51353-821-1. Stock# ARIEA2020001 
IMF.org/AR2020

Also available in Arabic, Chinese, French, German, 
Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish

IMF Financial  
Operations 2018
IMF Financial Operations 
2018 provides a broad 
introduction to how the IMF 
fulfills its mission through its 
financial activities. It covers 
the financial structure and 
operations of the IMF and 
provides background detail 

on the financial statements for the IMF’s activities 
during the financial year that ended April 30, 2018. The 
report reviews the IMF’s three main activities: lending, 
surveillance, and technical assistance. 

$15. English. ©2018. 186pp. Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-48433-087-6. Stock# IFOEA2018001 
imfbk.st/24764

IMF and the Classroom
IMF publications are suitable for the classroom as supplementary texts and references on key economic 
topics. If you are an educator interested in adopting IMF publications for specific courses, you may 
request FREE examination copies (a maximum of three titles). To obtain an examination copy of any IMF 
title, please email publicationsnews@imf.org or visit bookstore.imf.org (click Course Material) and fill 
out the online form.
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■IMF Data

The IMF publishes a range of time series data on IMF lending, exchange rates, and many economic 
and financial indicators. Manuals, guides, and other material on statistical practices at the IMF and in 
member countries, and on the statistical community at large, are also available in a variety of formats.

For more information on data and statistical resources, visit Data.imf.org

Notice to subscribers: As of January 2019, the IMF has ceased production of the print and CD-ROM formats 
associated with the International Financial Statistics, Government Finance Statistics, Direction of Trade Statistics, 
and Balance of Payments Statistics. These data sets, along with updates, are available online at data.imf.org.

Data.IMF.org and eLibrary.IMF.org are two gateways to the IMF’s collection of material on  
data and statistics. The IMF’s statistical data deliver the most authoritative economic reporting 
from the most countries. 

IMF data include many additional valuable 
data sets and all the supporting manuals and 
guides for statistical content. A few of our 
popular data sets include

• Balance of Payments Statistics 
• Coordinated Direct Investment Survey (CDIS) 
• Currency Composition of Foreign Exchange  
  Reserves (COFER) 
• Direction of Trade Statistics 
• Financial Access Survey (FAS) 
• Financial Soundness Indicators (FSI) 
• Government Finance Statistics (GFS) 
• International Financial Statistics 
• World Economic Outlook

The online portal features: 

• Data Release Calendar
• Applications for bulk download of data
• IMF Data Workbooks to view, analyze, save,  
  and export data
• Predefined Data Tables by Country
• Data Visualization Tools such as the  
  DataMapper

Please note that access to some tools and 
features will require registration or sign-in.

■
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■ AREAER and Macroprudential Policy Survey

Free access via IMF eLibrary at I.ead.me/Macroprudential

Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and 
Exchange Restrictions (AREAER) 
The only comprehensive database on international exchange 
operations and the global trade system

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange 
Restrictions provides comprehensive descriptions of the 
foreign exchange arrangements, exchange and trade 
systems, and capital controls of all IMF member countries. 
It describes each country’s market operations, international 
trade policies, controls on capital transactions, and financial 
sector measures.

The AREAER is available in multiple formats. The DVD version 
includes an overview (in PDF format) and key summary tables with 192 individual country chapters. 
Digital copies of issues back to 1950 are available from IMF eLibrary (eLibrary-areaer.imf.org).  
The AREAER Online version presents cumulative data from each annual report dating back to 1999 as 
a single online searchable database with annual summaries.  

$269. English. ©2018. DVD with introductory materials. ISBN 978-1-48439-677-3 
Stock# AEIEA2018001 r.imfbk.st/AREAER

Printed copies of the AREAER are available through Proceedings.com;  
For more information visit proceedings.com/5047.html

New! 
Macroprudential Policy Survey Online

The global financial crisis highlighted the need for 
dedicated macroprudential policy tools to safeguard 
financial stability and mitigate systemic risk.

The Macroprudential Policy Survey is a free and 
regularly updated database capturing information 
on the policy tools in use by the IMF’s membership. 
Countries are asked to report measures in line 
with the general definition of macroprudential 
policy: “the use of primarily prudential tools to limit 
systemic risk.”

This new database also features information on the 
institutional arrangements supporting macroprudential policy in IMF member countries. The survey 
information fills an important data gap for researchers and policymakers. It can be used to support 
research in this emerging area—for example, to assess the impact of measures on credit and asset 
prices. It will also help policymakers learn about the design of other IMF members’ policy measures.

Macroprudential  
Policy 
Survey
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■Recent and Forthcoming Copublications

The Economics of 
Sustainable Food: 
Smart Policies for 
Health and the 
Planet
Nicoletta Batini 
copublished with 
Island Press

https://islandpress.
org/books/economics-
sustainable-food

“This volume is a 
must-read for policy-

makers and development practitioners in all parts of the 
world. Food system sustainability is key to protecting 
human health, ending poverty, fighting climate change, 
and protecting biodiversity. The essays, by global leaders 
in nutrition, agronomy, finance, and other disciplines, 
provide a comprehensive, cutting-edge, and policy-
oriented roadmap for success.”  
—Jeffrey D. Sachs, Columbia University and UN 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network

©2021. Paperback. ISBN 978-1-64283-161-0

Macroeconomic 
Policy in Fragile 
States
Ralph Chami, 
Raphael Espinoza, 
and Peter Montiel 
Copublished with 
Oxford University Press

https://global.oup.
com/academic/

“Ralph, Raphael, Peter, 
and the contributors to 
this book have studied 
fragile states and their 

problems from many angles, taking a broad view of the 
macro-economy. They have identified the most pressing 
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